Introduction.
The Banach algebra B(X) of all bounded complex-valued functions on a set X has been considered by several writers (cf., e.g. [lO] ). It is our purpose to give an ideal-theoretic characterization of this algebra. The main result (Theorem 3) states necessary and sufficient conditions that a 5*-algebra be equivalent to a B{X) on an essentially unique set X.
Our method consists in establishing a lattice anti-isomorphism between the lattice of subsets of X and the lattice of all those ideals of B(X) which are defined by annihilation.
These results are also applied to the study of certain p-vmgs.
2. By a 5*-algebra is meant a Banach algebra over the complex numbers such that, to each element x, there corresponds a unique element x* (the adjoint of x), with the following properties:
(i) (x*)*=x,
(ii) (xy)*=y*x*, (iii) if a, j3 are complex numbers, and 5, j3 are their complex conjugates, then (ax-\-(3y)* = ax*+jiy*,
||***H=i!*||*.
Let X be any set and denote by B(X) the set of all bounded complex-valued functions defined on X. For /(x)G5(J) define ||/(x)|| = supxgx |/(*)| • Under the usual definitions of addition and multiplication and with the norm defined above, and [f(x)]*=f(x), B{X) is a commutative 5*-algebra with identity. If G is any subset of an arbitrary commutative ring K, denote by R(G) the set of elements k in K which satisfy Gk = 0. R(G) is an ideal of K which we call an annulet. It is closed if K is a topological ring. E(X) will denote an arbitrary algebra of bounded functions on the set X, while the algebra of all functions which are zero at all but a finite set of points of X is denoted by Bo(X).
If S is any subset of X, and G a subset of E(X), let A (S) be the set of a\\fGE(X) which satisfy f(S) = 0, and N(G) the set of all x£X for which G{x) =0. It is clear that A(S) is a closed ideal of E(X).
If S, T are any subsets of X, the logical sum and product are denoted by S+T and SHT respectively, while X -S denotes the set of those elements in X which are not in 5. Theorem 1. Let E(X) be an algebra of bounded functions which contains B0(X). Then the mapping S->A(S) is a duality (lattice antiisomorphism) between the lattice of all subsets S of X and the lattice of all annulets of E(X).
Proof. The mapping S->A(S) is one-one by (2) of Lemma 1. Clearly 5i^52 implies A (Si) ^A(S2) and the mapping is a duality. +A(T) and (g) ^A(S)+A(T), which completes the proof.
Theorem 3. A commutative B*-algebra K containing an identity is isomorphic {in a norm and * preserving manner) to an algebra B(X) of all bounded complex-valued functions on an essentially unique set X if and only if: The complete direct sum of the fields GF(pn) is generated by its idempotents when considered as an algebra over GF{pn) (although not as a ring). Hence we have:
Let K be an algebra {containing an identity element) over the Galois field GF(pn), all of whose elements satisfy the equation xp" = x. Then K is isomorphic to the algebra W(X) of all functions from a set X to the field GF(pn) if and only if K satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) 
